Abstract-Linear residual generation for differential-algebraic equation (DAE) systems is considered within a polynomial framework where a complete characterization and parameterization of all residual generators is presented. Further, a condition for fault detectability in DAE systems is given. Based on the characterization of all residual generators, a design strategy for residual generators for DAE systems is presented. The design strategy guarantees that the resulting residual generator is sensitive to all the detectable faults and also that the residual generator is of lowest possible order. In all results derived, no assumption about observability or controllability is needed. In particular, special care has been devoted to assure the lowest-order property also for non-controllable systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fault diagnosis consists of detecting and isolating faults acting on a process. In many methods, e.g., structured residuals [1] , the concept of residuals play a central role. Commonly, a set of residuals is used where different subsets of residuals are sensitive to different subsets of faults and in this way isolation between faults is possible.
In this note, residual generation for models described by general linear differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) is considered. Previous works on residual generation have all considered more specific classes of models, i.e., transfer functions [1] , [2] , state-space models [3] - [5] , or descriptor models e.g., [6] , [7] . Since DAE models cover all these classes of models, the methods presented in this note are applicable to all the three previous cases.
In the context of residual generation, DAE-models are important because they appear in large classes of engineering systems like electrical systems, chemical processes, robotic manipulators, and mechanical systems. For example, in mechanical systems, differential equations arise from equations of motion while algebraic constraints model geometrical constraints. Further, DAE-models are also the result when using a physically based object-oriented modelling approach [8] .
The approach presented in this note is an extension of the previous work [3] and one main contribution is a new method for designing residual generators for DAE-models. The method finds residual generators of lowest possible order, and which are guaranteed to be sensitive to detectable faults. Another main contribution is a criterion for fault detectability in DAE-systems, i.e., a criterion that says if it is at all possible to find any residual generator sensitive to a fault. A help in developing these results, but also a contribution on its own, is that we derive a characterization of all possible residual generators.
Previous works on residual generation for linear DAE systems have all assumed that the model is in descriptor form. As said previously, the models considered here [see (1) ] are more general. However, they can with a straightforward transformation be taken to the descriptor form and, therefore, it makes sense to relate the present work to previous works dealing with descriptor models. For descriptor models, two classes of approaches for residual generation can be distinguished: observer-based and parity-space-like approaches. The approach presented in this note belongs to the class of parity-space-like approaches.
Observer-based approaches to residual generation for descriptor systems have been studied in [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] . A limitation of these works compared to the present one is that they all assume observability. Also, the order of the residual generator generally does not become minimal since the order equals the order of the model. Parity-space-like approaches have been studied in [11] - [13] . As in the observer based approaches, also [11] and [12] assume observability. In [13] , observability is not assumed but the important problem of decoupling is not considered. The only work discussing minimal order of the residual generator is [11] . Note that these comments are all concerned with methods for descriptor systems, and methods for the special case of state-space do typically not require the system to be observable, see e.g., [3] , [4] , [1] .
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The aim of this section is to introduce the class of models that is considered, state basic definitions, and precisely state the problem formulation that is explored in the remainder of the note. The class of models considered is general linear models in the form
(1) where x(t) 2 n , z(t) 2 n , and f (t) 2 n . The matrices H (p), L(p), and F (p) are polynomial matrices in the differentiation operator p. The vector x contains all unknown signals, which includes internal system states, unknown inputs such as disturbances, and possibly also faults that are to be decoupled. The vector z contains all known signals such as control signals and measured signals, and the vector f contains the fault-signals corresponding to faults that need to be detected. Each element of the vector f is associated with one specific fault and when fault fi is not present, its associated element fi in the vector f is zero.
It is assumed that all signals are piece-wise continuous apart from finitely many impulses and there is no assumption on the initial conditions of any of the signals involved in the model. Also, solutions to (1), and to other differential equations in the presentation as a whole, which are not smooth are considered solutions in the distributional sense unless otherwise stated.
The presentation will be done assuming continuous time, but similar results can be obtained by changing the differentiation operator p to the time-shift operator q. For mathematical stringency we will sometimes switch to describe matrices in the complex variable s instead of the operator p; when describing properties of signals and differential equations we use p but when discussing properties of matrices we use s.
The only assumption imposed on the matrices describing the model (1) is that [H(s) L(s)] has full row rank. This is a reasonable assumption since it means that there are no linear dependencies in the model equations when f = 0.
Now as an example, consider a model given by the following descriptor equations: 
Thus, we have shown how descriptor models directly fit into the general form (1) . Next, we move on to formally define residual generator, what we mean by a detectable fault, and a residual generator sensitive to a fault. First, a characterization of all possible observations z from a given model is introduced. This set of observations is called the behavior of the system and is formally defined as
which is the same type of models that is used in the behavioral approach to systems theory [14] . Fault detectability as a system property can now be defined using the behavior M. (1), where f j = 0 for j 6 = i, such that z 6 2 M. 5
Earlier, e.g., see [15] - [17] , fault detectability has been defined as the existence of a residual generator such that the transfer function from fault to residual is nonzero. The here proposed definition is more direct since it does not include the notion of residual generator and this is attractive since fault detectability is a system property.
Definition 2 (Residual Generator): A linear time-invariant filter r = R(p)z with the scalar r as output, is a residual generator for (1) if for all z 2 M, it holds that lim t!1 r(t) = 0, and its transfer function is proper.
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Next, we define fault sensitivity of the residual generator, rather than the system property in Definition 1.
Definition 3 (Fault Sensitivity): A residual generator r = R(p)z for (1) is sensitive to fault i if the transfer function from f i to r is nonzero.
As seen, Definition 2 does not require fault sensitivity. Indeed, fault sensitivity is an important property of a residual generator, but the approach taken here is to consider fault sensitivity as a performance requirement in the design of the residual generator, see Section V.
Remark: Definition 2 requires that the limit of r(t) as t ! 1is well defined for all z 2 M. It might seem that r could contain step functions and impulses, thus making the definition questionable. However, it can be shown [18] that Definition 2 implies that for all z 2 M the residual r becomes smooth for all t.
We are now ready to state the main problem formulation.
1) Problem Formulation:
The first objective is to characterize and parameterize all residual generators for a model (1), using minimal number of parameters. Since the goal of residual generation is to detect faults, there is a need to determine if this is at all possible based on the model (1). Therefore, a second objective is to find a detectability criterion for models in the form (1) . The final main objective is to, given a set of detectable faults, derive a design method that finds residual generators sensitive to these faults. In the design method we are especially interested in finding residual generators of minimal order. The reason for using minimal order residual generators is to save valuable computer memory in embedded systems, and also to obtain the best numerical on-line performance.
III. A POLYNOMIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF ALL RESIDUAL GENERATORS
In this section, we will find a general expression that characterizes and parameterizes all residual generators for a given model (1) . The parameterization should be minimal in the sense that it uses a minimal number of parameters. To do this we first introduce the basic idea of how residual generators can be constructed and then the characterization is proven.
First, let the rows of NH(s) form an irreducible polynomial basis for the left null-space of the matrix H(s). If we let f = 0 and multiply (1) from the left with N H (p), we obtain the expression N H (p)L(p)z = 0. In this equation, the influence of the unknown signals x, such as disturbances, has been decoupled. However, this equation defines the same set of trajectories of z as the original model (1) with f = 0, see [14] . Thus the set M in (4) can alternatively be written as
By picking one row in N H (p)L(p), or a linear combination of rows specified by a row vector (p), we obtain a so called parity relation
By adding stable dynamics d(p) of sufficiently high order we obtain a residual generator with transfer operator
which can be realized by an explicit state-space description. This is our basic idea of how residual generators can be constructed for models in the form (1) . Later in Section V, this design method is developed further and special care is devoted to fault sensitivity and the order of the obtained residual generator.
With these principles in mind, we will now investigate if the expression (6) is a general expression characterizing all residual generators where the scalar polynomial d(s) and the row-vector (s) are the parameters. For this, consider the model equation Thus, we have shown that the expression (6) is not a general characterization of all residual generators. The reason why (6) can not characterize the residual generator (8) originates from the fact that the system (7) is not controllable. Controllable here refers to a generalized controllability definition valid also for noncausal DAE-systems [14] . In the context of this note, a system is controllable if the matrix [H(s) L(s)] has full rank for all s. If the model were on state-space form (2), this would correspond to controllability of the pair fA; [B 
In general it holds that for noncontrollable systems where [H(s) L(s)] has strictly stable zeros, all residual generators can not be characterized by (6) . We will now give an explanation to this.
will have a zero for s = s0. The matrix Q(s) can then be factorized according to Q(s) = Q stab (s)Q r (s) where Q stab (s) is a square and full-rank matrix with only strictly stable zeros, and Qr(s) has no strictly stable zeros. Since Q(p)z = Q stab (p)Q r (p)z = 0 and the matrix Q stab (s) is full-rank and has only strictly stable zeros, the signal Qr(p)z must be smooth and go asymptotically to zero [14] . All rows in Q r (s) can therefore be used to form residual generators. However, not all rows of Q r (s) can be written as (s)N H (s)L(s) and this is the answer to why (6) does not work as a general characterization of all residual generators. Based on the matrix Q r (s), we give in the following main theorem a correct alternative to (6) . 
5 Since the matrix [H(s) L(s)] has full row rank, also the matrix Qr(s) has full row rank, which in turn implies that (s) will contain a minimal number of elements. Thus, the parameterization (9) will be minimal.
It can be verified that in the example (7), Qr(s) = [1 1] and, therefore, (8) can be written in the form (9) . Before giving the proof to Theorem 1, a few connections of the result above to the well known notion of parity functions [1] is outlined. First, if no factorization of Q(s) is done, any expression in the form (p)Q(p)z is a standard parity function, i.e., z 2 M implies that (p)Q(p)z = 0 for all t. However, when performing the factorization Q(s) = Q stab (s)Qr(s), an expression (p)Q r (p)z may not equal 0 for all t, it will however go to 0 as t ! 1 with a rate of decay according to the dynamics of Q stab (s). Thus, for a residual generator formed according to (9) , the residual may not be 0 for all t in a fault free case, but it will always go to 0. However, this is typically the case for a proper residual generator constructed with any other approach, e.g., see observer-based residual generators [5] . The difference is that when Q stab (s) is not factored out, the decay rate of the residual r is completely determined by the design choice of d(s), and when Q stab (s) is factored out, the decay rate of r is determined by the dynamics of both d(s) and Q stab (s) . Note that the special care that need to be devoted to non-controllable systems is not a consequence of DAE models, the same care need to be taken also for e.g., state-space models.
Next, the proof of Theorem 1 is presented. Before the main proof, two additional lemmas are needed. 5 The proof of Lemma 1 is omitted for sake of brevity but can be found in [18] . and from the definition of U (s) it follows that Q(p)U(p) = 0 for all (t). Equation (5) and the assumption in the lemma give that 8 : K(p)U(p) ! 0 when t ! 1. It then follows that K(p)U(p) = 0 which implies that m(s)U T (s)U (s) = 0. Since U(s) has full column rank this implies that m(s) = 0 which ends the proof of the existence of a rational (s).
Now, given such a rational (s) = n(s)=b(s) such that K(s) = (s)Q r (s) where the polynomial b(s) and the polynomial row-vector n(s) are co-prime, assume that (s) is not polynomial, i.e., b(s) has a zero at s = s 0 . Then consider n(s)Q r (s) = b(s)K(s). Since n(s) and b(s) are co-prime, it holds that n(s 0 ) 6 = 0. Therefore, n(s 0 ) 6 = 0 must reside in the left null-space of Qr(s0).By definition it follows that Q r (s) has no stable zeros and from the assumption that [H(s) L(s)] has full row rank it follows that Q r (s) has full row rank. This means that Qr(s) can only lose rank if s = s0 is an unstable zero, i.e., 
IV. FAULT DETECTABILITY
A main objective of the note is design of residual generators that are sensitive to a specified set of faults. Sensitivity to a fault as defined in Definition 3 is a property of the residual generator but is in fact closely related to the system property fault detectability as defined in Definition 1. The exact relationship is revealed by the theorem below. The proofs for the results in this section are omitted but can be found in [18] .
Theorem 2: There exists a residual generator for (1) sensitive to all faults in f if and only if all faults in f are detectable in (1).
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Thus, before starting the design of a residual generator, it is natural to investigate if the faults are detectable.
Since Definition 1 deals with detectability of one single fault, testing detectability of a set of faults will be done by considering one fault at a time. The intuitive main result on fault detectability can now be stated. In principle, this criterion assures that when decoupling the unknown signals x, the fault f i should not also be decoupled. The criterion is in its form similar to criteria that have been presented for systems in state-space form and transfer function form, e.g., see [16] , [19] , [17] . Further, if the special case of state-space systems is considered, the criterion in Theorem 3 becomes equivalent to previously published criteria for state-space systems, see [17] . However, the aforementioned criterion is different from previous conditions in the way that it is valid for any kind of linear DAE system.
V. DESIGN OF RESIDUAL GENERATORS
When it has been concluded that the faults considered are detectable, it is time to start the design of a residual generator to be used in the diagnosis system. The basic principle for residual generation has already been given in Theorem 1. However, the parameter vector (s) is in Theorem 1 a free parameter, and it will here be shown how this parameter should be chosen to obtain a residual generator that is sensitive to all detectable faults. Further, the completeness property in Theorem 1 will here make it possible to also guarantee that the obtained residual generator is of lowest possible order.
For isolation purposes, a subset of the faults may need to be decoupled in each residual. As said in Section II, these faults are considered as unknown signals and are included in the vector x. Now given that each fault in f is detectable, the proposed design method is as follows. 2) Factorize Q(s) as Q(s) = Q stab (s)Q r (s), where Q stab (s) is square and full rank, and Q r (s) has no strictly stable zeros and Q stab (s) has no unstable zeros.
3) If Qr(s) is not row-reduced, find a unimodular matrix U(s) such that U(s)Q r (s) is row-reduced and rows ordered, from top to bottom, with increasing row degrees. The existence of a 0 in step 4 is a consequence of the following theorem, which also gives other important properties of the method.
Theorem 4:
If each fault in the vector f is detectable in (1), the design method above will find a residual generator R(p) for (1) . Further, the residual generated by R(p) will be sensitive to all the faults in f, and R(p) will be of lowest order. In some cases it is desirable to form the frequency response of a fault. Discussion on this is not included in the design method but the freedom available in the parameters 0 and d(s) can be used for this. In addition, the residual can of course also be post-filtered by a low-pass filter.
Steps 1)-3) contain operations that involve non-trivial manipulations of polynomial matrices. These operations can for example be carried out using Polynomial Toolbox for Matlab [21] , which contains functions for each of these steps. A detailed discussion about underlying algorithms can be found in [22] . Using these algorithms, the first step of deriving the basis for the null-space is numerically sound. Also the second and third step are numerically sound as long as the zeros of Q(s) have low multiplicities and if Q(s) is of reasonable size [22] .
This can normally be expected in this case since the number of rows in Q(s) equals the number of redundant equations in the model and the zeros of Q(s) corresponds to uncontrollable modes of the model. Some of the steps in the design method, in particular steps 2) and 3), may in many cases be omitted depending on properties of the particular model considered rendering a simplified design algorithm. For example, if the system is controllable the matrix [H(s) L(s)] will be irreducible which implies that Q(s) has no zeros. Thus, step 2) becomes unnecessary, and Qr(s) and Q stab (s) in the remaining steps can be chosen as Q r (s) = Q(s) and Q stab (s) = I. Also, for other classes of models, e.g., state-space models and descriptor models with full-rank E, controllability is sufficient for Q(s) to be not only irreducible but also row-reduced [3] , i.e., also step 3) can be omitted. Note finally that whether the model is observable or not, does not influence the design methodology.
VI. EXAMPLE
Consider the cart on rail illustrated in Fig. 1 . The back wheel-pair is powered and both wheel pairs have suspension. The force applied at the back wheel-pair is Fu, the vertical position of the cart is ym, the other variables , y1, y2, F1, and F2 are indicated in the figure. It is assumed that the force Fu is controlled by a control signal u, and that the distances y1 and y2 are measured by sensors y1s and y2s, respectively.
The task in this example is to diagnose faults in the actuator and also in the sensors. These faults are modelled by additive fault-signals f1s, f2s, and fu. The design will now be described and the calculations have been performed using Matlab and Polynomial Toolbox [21] . Before we start the design, we check that the design goal is at all achievable. This means that faults f 2s and f u should be detectable. By using the simple rank condition in Theorem 3 for each fault respectively, it can be checked that they are detectable. Theorem 4 now tells us that the design will result in a residual generator, of minimal order, sensitive to both faults f 2s and f u . According to Theorem 4 this residual generator has now the lowest possible order among residual generators sensitive to the faults. It can be seen that without the factorization (12), lowest order would not have been achieved. This design example has shown the case where one residual is designed and one fault is decoupled. If instead full isolation is of interest, it would be desirable to have three residuals where in each, one of the faults is decoupled. The only principle difference compared to the design shown above is that vectors x, and f need to be redefined for each design and the matrices H(s) and F (s) must also be changed accordingly.
VII. CONCLUSION
Linear residual generation for DAE systems in the form (1) has been considered. This is an important model class since physically based models are often described by DAE systems. The more common model classes state-space form, descriptor systems, and transfer functions can all be considered as special cases of (1) and all results presented are valid also for these cases.
Throughout the presentation, no distinction between input and output signals have been done. In this way, we have shown that what is important for diagnosis, and in particular residual generation, is to distinguish between known and unknown signals.
The notions of residual generator, fault detectability, and fault sensitivity have been formally defined in the framework of DAE models. Then a complete characterization and parameterization of all residual generators has been presented. A criterion for fault detectability in DAE systems has been derived and the notions of fault detectability and fault sensitivity have been linked together.
Based on the characterization of all residual generators, a design method for residual generators for DAE systems was presented. Given a set of detectable faults, the design method results in a residual generator sensitive to all detectable faults. Further, the residual generator is guaranteed to be of lowest possible order.
All results are completely general in the sense that no assumptions on observability or controllability are needed. The main difficulty has been to handle noncontrollable systems. Without special care devoted to noncontrollable systems, the characterization derived would not have been complete and the residual generator designed would not have been of lowest possible order in the case of systems with noncontrollable stable modes. However, in the case where the system model is controllable, it was shown how both the characterization and the design methodology could be simplified by neglecting the factorization of Q(s), i.e., step 2) in the design methodology.
